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On a worldwide scale from 1 to 10 ...
introducing

Together with his partners, industry veteran Dennis DeGori
is set to introduce his masterpiece, a club that may
revolutionize two industries.
Welcome to E11EVEN Miami: Not a nightclub, not an
adult club—and not like anything you’ve ever seen
before. So, what is E11EVEN? It’s everything you want
it to be ... and so much more.
story by Dave Manack
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“I think there’s going to be a greater fusion with mainstream
nightclubs. Sometime in the near future, regular nightclubs—meat
markets—are going to be antiquated and archaic. They’re going to
meld into a fusion with adult clubs in an interesting way.”
— Dennis DeGori, the ED Interview, July 2002 Club Bulletin

T

hough he may not be adopting the title
“Nostradamus” anytime soon, it wouldn’t be an
exaggeration to call adult club veteran Dennis
DeGori a visionary. In fact, while that quote from over a
decade ago reflects Dennis’ ideas on the future of the
adult nightclub industry, the notion that adult clubs and
“regular” nightclubs were bound to fuse had been on his
mind since the early 1990s.
“The merger of cabarets and nightclubs was something
I started talking about way back when I was at Solid Gold
in Minneapolis, in 1995,” DeGori recalls. “In the ‘70s and
‘80s, they had Studio 54 and the popular New York and
LA clubs. But then the cabaret came on the scene—
gentlemen’s clubs—and our clubs really had all of the buzz
and the excitement and the hype. By the time the early
‘90s came around, I’d walk into a nightclub and it would be
much more boring than the cabaret I was running.
“For example, one night at Solid Gold I had a live band
on stage, and John Cougar Mellencamp got up and
started jamming with the band right in the middle of my
club,” DeGori adds. “Seeing things like that, I believed the
cabarets would take over the nightclubs, that our clubs
would morph and grow into a concept that incorporated
adult clubs and nightclubs. They would be bigger, more
elaborate, and have all sorts of theatrical acts and varying
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forms of entertainment, but presented in an entertainmentdriven style that was completely seamless.”
It may have taken 20 years for DeGori’s concept to
finally come to fruition, but come to fruition it has with
E11EVEN. The brand new, 25,000-square-foot, $44-million
venue will open its finely polished doors in early February
2014 (note: there will be a “sneak peak” opening to the
public on February 6, 2014, at 11:11 pm), and promises
to be unlike anything ever seen in the adult nightclub
industry.
“E11EVEN is the culmination of my 30 years in the
business; a total, novel, new approach to nightclubs and
cabarets,” says DeGori, co-owner of E11EVEN, who has
owned and/or operated some of the most well-known
clubs in the nation’s top markets since the mid-1980s.
His partners in this venture include adult nightclub
veterans Ken DeGori, Gino LoPinto and Derek Henry, and
nightclub expert Daniel Solomon (see story on pages 1416). “It will be what I can only describe as an authentic,
entertainment-driven environment, seamlessly presented,
one that will morph into different things throughout
the night. It will change into various parts; a nightclub,
cabaret, gentlemen’s club and ultra lounge. It will be a
really unique environment.”
What is E11EVEN? As their tagline points out, “It’s
exactly what you think it is.” Just don’t call it a “strip club.”
“There are multiple reasons why I went with the name
E11EVEN,” says DeGori. “We’re on 11th Street in Miami,
but it’s more than that. I didn’t want to be an animal; not
a cheetah, a jaguar, leopard, or anything else. I didn’t want
to be a stone or a precious metal; not a gold, a
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continued from page 11

platinum or any of those. And not a Marquee or whatever
the big nightclub names are. I don’t want the name to say
what it is, which might create a specific expectation. It is
exactly what you think it is. It’s E11EVEN.”
Nowhere is this intentional ambiguity more evident than
in the club’s initial marketing, which is unlike any typical
adult nightclub—or even “regular” nightclub, for that matter.
“Our marketing is designed to be artistic, to look
almost like a Rembrandt painting, with theatrics, a cool
vibe that’s part nightclub, part cabaret, with beautiful girls
and beautiful images,” says DeGori. “You won’t see any
E11EVEN ads with a hot girl with big boobs. Sure, we’re
about selling beauty, but we’re also selling an environment.
We’re selling music, entertainment, theatrics ... it’s an
experience and a mood. The way we’re promoting it and
marketing it is very organic and viral, teasing just enough to
let people’s imaginations go, but not spoil it by defining it.”
Still, as DeGori points out, E11EVEN has a 24-hour
cabaret license, meaning that the club can feature topless
and/or nude entertainment any time of day or night (note:
E11EVEN is located at what was previously the Goldrush
club, so E11EVEN has a grandfathered SOB license).
“Outside of Las Vegas, I don’t know of any 24-hour licenses
to serve alcohol and have entertainers, and we will have the
capability of presenting the club as a cabaret most of the
time, at least in portions of the club, and we’ll feature what
most might expect from a cabaret environment.”

So ... what is E11EVEN?
Aside from being a merger of the high-end cabaret and
upscale, trendy nightclub environments, E11EVEN boasts
state-of-the-art sound, lighting, furniture, decor, architecture
and technology throughout this multi-tiered venue. After all,
when you’re dropping over $40 million into a club, you’re
not exactly bargain shopping or pinching pennies.
Here’s an example. Marquee in Las Vegas, considered
one of the top dance clubs/nightclubs in the world—a club
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that grossed over $80 million in 2012 and has won several
nightclub awards for their sound presentation—features
the world-renown Funktion One sound system. Marquee
has Funktion One, Resolution Five. E11EVEN has Funktion
One, Resolution Six.
“We literally have the best sound system in the world,”
DeGori says, understandable notes of excitement and pride
in his voice. “Sure, cabarets invest in sound and lighting,
but we’ve spent an incredible amount of money on this
sound system. I could bring Tiësto (well-known Dutch
musician, DJ and record producer of electronic dance
music, who commands up to $250,000 for one show—Ed.)
in to play, and he would have everything he would need to
put on an incredible show.
“I have a three-man DJ booth, 14 feet long by 6 feet
deep, which features a sophisticated sound system and
lighting board,” DeGori adds. “That booth is on the main
floor and sits in the middle of the mainstage, which is
hydraulic and can move up or down at any time. We have
the capability to be a full, theatrical nightclub.”
Looking for a bite to eat? Sure, they have that, too. But
not just finger foods or a smattering of side items; as is the
case with everything at E11EVEN, their motto seems to be
“go big or go home.” Chef Carla Pellegrino is bringing her
talents to E11EVEN’s rooftop restaurant, Touché. Pellegrino
was featured on “Top Chef” and was also the Chef for the
famous Rao’s in New York and at Caesar’s in Las Vegas.
“We’ve put an incredible amount of money into our food,
which I think is a great marketing tool,” says DeGori. “We
have [Pellegrino] and Touché, a 7,000-square-foot deck
and ultra-lounge on the roof. The deck is beautiful wood
imported from Europe, and the entire deck is covered by
a retractable awning for inclement weather. And inside,
the restaurant features a 2,500-square-foot, 100% glassenclosed, open-view kitchen. There’s nothing like it, believe
me when I tell you!”
And you want the best in modern conveniences, you
say? You’ll have it at E11EVEN. As DeGori explains, there
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A rendering of the rooftop ultra lounge

are 188 hardline data points throughout the club. In
addition, each VIP room is equipped with an iPad, where
anything and everything a guest could possibly need is
available literally at the touch of a finger.
“With the push of a button, guests are able to order
food, to get drinks, and if they want a particular girl, they
can see what girls are in the club and someone will bring
her to the room,” says DeGori of their innovative VIP
experience. “They can order a massage, call the valet, buy
flowers, cigarettes and cigars ... the guest is able to get
whatever they want through a fully integrated concierge
service throughout the club. There is nothing else like it in
nightclubs or adult clubs, anywhere.”
But the VIP experience doesn’t end there. There are 32
VIP rooms in three separate areas of the club, including
some on the first level, some in the “loft” area in their
mezzanine level and some others that boast their own
private entrance.
“The ‘whale rooms’ feature private entrances from the
street so celebrities can come undetected from an outside
staircase and walk directly into a VIP lounge,” says DeGori.
“This area has its own bar and restrooms, is beautifully
decorated and has every possible amenity.”
Though E11EVEN shares many commonalities with
today’s modern nightclub, there is one area specifically
which, as DeGori describes with one simple word,
completely separates the club from many nightclub
experiences: Hospitality.
“While the cabaret and nightclub may look similar,
conceptually they are diametrically opposed,” DeGori
explains, noting that in addition to owning and operating
dozens of adult clubs over the past 30 years, he also has
experience running both nightclubs and restaurants. “A
genuine nightclub is designed to force you to buy status,
and the way they get you to do it is not show you any
attention, to purposely give you minimal service and
hospitality. It’s the old Studio 54 mentality of, you have to
wait outside until we pick you. They’re now bigger and
better boxes with bigger and better sound and light, or
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bigger DJs. In the end if you spend a ridiculous amount of
money, then you will get your little section of the club.
“But in a well-run cabaret, for a little bit of money, you
can get that full, effusive hospitality and great service,”
DeGori adds. “At E11EVEN, that’s what we’re selling, and
that’s what I’ve always sold. I’m going to give you the full
nightclub experience with effusive service and hospitality
and an authentic entertainment environment. It’s a true
hybrid of what’s best of all concepts in one facility.”
As E11EVEN’s grand opening is drawing closer, it’s
easy to understand why DeGori hasn’t had much of an
opportunity to sit back and reflect on his grand vision
for E11EVEN, and what it’s meant for him to watch his
decades-long dream become a reality. While he isn’t ready
to crack open that bottle of celebratory champagne just
yet, he is clearly excited as he imagines the faces of those
who view the club for the first time, and is proud of the fact
that his 30 years of experience have all come together in
one truly unique venue.
“This is it—the location, the facility, the concept, the
opportunity,” says DeGori of E11EVEN, noting that this
venue will be a launching brand for other E11EVEN clubs
in four or five markets across the country. “I’ve never been
more excited or energized, and I have such an incredible
partnership team. I’ve never had a better tool, or a better
location, to allow our industry and the nightclub industry
to shine all in one place. I’ve pulled together 30 years of
excitement, experience, energy, vision and creativity, and
built something that I don’t think anyone else could have
envisioned. It’s really fantastic.”
Special note for industry entertainers: E11EVEN
MIAMI is casting beautiful entertainers for the
February 4th VIP grand opening. Round trip airfare
and luxury hotel accommodations provided for select
entertainers. For complete details, contact the club
at perform@11miami.com. For more information on
E11EVEN, please visit 11miami.com.
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